Scrap de Yas - terms of use PU
YOU MAY:
- Use these images for PERSONAL, non-commercial use only (scrapbook layout, cards, or other crafts).
- Change these images to fit your personal style, color, size etc.
YOU MAY NOT:
- Use these images for commercial use.
- Offer on websites, groups, by e-mail or any way, neither for free or for sale.
- Convert my products for use as rubber stamps, craft kits, shapes, templates, tubes or brushes for use
with software programs, or redistributed in any way.
- Claim any of these designs as your own.
- Use these files for obscene, defamatory, or immoral works or any other purpose which is prohibited by
law.
- Use for the purpose of web design or web templates, albums, cards or any type of art that will be used for
the purpose of selling or generating income.

Scrap de Yas - terms of use PU/S4H
These Graphics are for PERSONAL USE or
S4H : create custom, one-of-a kind layouts or other craft items for individual clients.
These must be delivered to the client in printed or flattened jpg form and must not be layered files or png
files. Each item must be unique and created for that specific customer.
You may alter any graphics with respect to color, size or by adding to or removing from them.
YOU MAY NOT:
- claim graphics or altered graphics as your own.
- use any graphic(s) from this kit to create obscene, defamatory, or immoral works.

Enjoy my graphics.
Thank you for respecting my terms.
BLOG: http://lescrapdeyas.blogspot.fr
FACEBOOK : https://www.facebook.com/pages/Le-scrap-de-Yas/163674670393484

Scrap de Yas - terms of use S4H / CU
GENERAL TERMS OF USE for CU PRODUCTS:
• I create my papers and elements at 300 dpi. I photograph or scan my products myself.
• You can use my CU products by incorporating them in a digital kit (packaged along with other elements)
keeping in mind that my elements should not be the primary designs (not more than 30% of your designs
must be my commercial use items.)
• You may alter these elements (recolor, add pattern, etc) but you cannot claim the original form or the
altered form as your own.
• Credits are not required but appreciated.
• FREEBIES are allowed: Freebies are allowed as long as my elements are MODIFIED, not simply recolored.
The end result must be different than the original item. You can make free quick pages of the kit you
created using my CU products as long as the layers are merged.

You can not:
- Use any of my work for obscene, defamatory or immoral purposes.
- You can not take any elements to transform the tube, brush and redistribute them as yours, in any way
whatsoever,
- Resell the original files,

Thank you for respecting my terms.
BLOG: http://lescrapdeyas.blogspot.fr
FACEBOOK : https://www.facebook.com/pages/Le-scrap-de-Yas/163674670393484

© 2009-2019, Copyright and ownership of all products are retained by Scrap De
Yas.

